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The Synplify DSP solution offers DSP algorithm designers 
and hardware engineers the most efficient way to get 
their algorithms into silicon. 

System and algorithm designers can quickly capture com-
plex algorithmic behavior using the Synplify DSP library, 
which includes powerful modeling features such as vector 
arithmetic, fixed-point precision up to 128 bits, and a rich 
set of IP cores. Additionally, you can target FPGA or ASIC 
hardware from a single Simulink model.

The Synplify DSP synthesis engine allows designers to auto-
matically implement and explore area/speed-optimized 
RTL implementations from a single model. This eliminates 
the burden of hand-coding functions and architectural 
optimizations, achieves significantly faster design capture, 
speeds time to market, and enables rapid design explora-
tion that results in improved quality and lower cost.

DSP algorithm

Synplify DSP

Unique Synplify DSP synthesis engine – Automatically creates  ›
optimized algorithm RTL architectures from your DSP model
Powerful DSP synthesis optimizations – Exploration of speed/area/ ›
device technology trade-offs without changing your DSP model
Comprehensive DSP library – With full multi-rate support and  ›
advanced fixed-point quantization analysis
M-Control feature – Enables use of M-language for concise expres- ›
sion of complex state machine and control logic functionality
Vector support – Enables concise expression of parallel and multi- ›
channel algorithms common in wireless and video applications
Extensible IP – Easily create your own reusable, optimizable custom  ›
DSP functions using Synplicity’s core IP library (blockset)

FEATURES
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Altia DeepScreen is a graphics code generator that converts 
Altia Design prototype graphics into deployable graphics 
code. By simply selecting the design objects that represent 
the display portion of a product and clicking on the “Gen-
erate Code” menu, ANSI C code is generated in seconds. 
This code can be generated for any RTOS that DeepScreen 
supports (Windows, Windows CE and .NET, UNIX, Linux, 
QNX, and more). DeepScreen will also generate code for 
a proprietary or limited RTOS and quickly integrate with 
an existing graphics library. Changes to interfaces can be 
accomplished quickly. Graphics code can be used on both 
high- and low-end targets – from Windows machines to 
FPGAs to 8-bit micros. DeepScreen saves programmers 
from the grunt work of graphics coding and allows devel-
opers to meet aggressive schedules. DeepScreen supports 
8-, 16-, and 32-bit processors with fixed point or floating 
point arithmetic. 

Development tools

Altia DeepScreen

Easily try different targets – dialog driven choice of target RTOS ›
DeepScreen for Altera’s Nios › ® II Soft Core Processor is available in 
two different versions. Contact Altia for details
Choice of code generation optimizations ›
Generates code for graphics, animation, stimulus, and control ›
From Altia Design select items for code generation ›
No limit to combination or number of objects that can be selected ›
Link in your application code and use your own main loop ›
Porting kit to generate code for currently unsupported OSs or GLs ›
Supports 8-, 16-, and 32-bit processors ›
Supports fixed point and floating point processors ›

FEATURES
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